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A proven plan for kicking the habit from the nation's leading lung organization"If you are one of
the millions of smokers who needs help in becoming a nonsmoker, the American Lung
Association 7 Steps to a Smoke-Free Life can be a real life-saver." --from the Foreword by C.
Everett Koop.The American Lung Association's award-winning Freedom From Smoking(r)
program has helped hundreds of thousands of smokers quit. Now it can help you.Without
lectures, without gimmicks--and without compromise--this straightforward, sympathetic book
carefully guides you through the seven steps that will lead to a longer, healthier life. You'll begin
by going directly to the source of your addiction: identifying what triggers your own smoking
habit. Armed with that knowledge, you'll prepare for quitting day and finally, firmly set yourself on
the road to a life free of cigarettes forever.With great Quick Quit Tips throughout, 7 Steps to a
Smoke-Free Life provides the guidance and support you need to cope with cravings, manage
stress, keep off extra weight, avoid setbacks, and, above all, stick with it. Let the nation's leading
authorities help you kick the habit comfortably, safely--and permanently.

From the Inside FlapA proven plan for kicking the habit from the nation's leading lung
organization"If you are one of the millions of smokers who needs help in becoming a nonsmoker,
the American Lung Association 7 Steps to a Smoke-Free Life can be a real life-saver." —from
the Foreword by C. Everett Koop.The American Lung Association's award-winning Freedom
From Smoking(r) program has helped hundreds of thousands of smokers quit. Now it can help
you.Without lectures, without gimmicks—and without compromise—this straightforward,
sympathetic book carefully guides you through the seven steps that will lead to a longer,
healthier life. You'll begin by going directly to the source of your addiction: identifying what
triggers your own smoking habit. Armed with that knowledge, you'll prepare for quitting day and
finally, firmly set yourself on the road to a life free of cigarettes forever.With great Quick Quit Tips
throughout, 7 Steps to a Smoke-Free Life provides the guidance and support you need to cope
with cravings, manage stress, keep off extra weight, avoid setbacks, and, above all, stick with it.
Let the nation's leading authorities help you kick the habit comfortably, safely—and
permanently.--This text refers to the paperback edition.From AudioFileIs anybody out there still
smoking? Apparently so, though their numbers are shrinking. The active ingredients in this
comprehensive program are blunt information about the chemistry of nicotine addiction,
reminders about the vulgarity of smoking (the awful smell, the yellow finger stains), and great
insights about the psychology of chemical addiction. With this groundwork laid, the suggestions
are intuitive and easy to follow. Even better, they're offered by a really interesting narrator whose
reading is warm but with a determined sort of bite. An exceptionally well integrated and effective
learning tool. T.W. © AudioFile 2001, Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile, Portland, Maine --



This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.One thousand Americans die
each day from the effects of smoking. There are 45 to 50 million nicotine addicts in the United
States alone, and most would like to quit. If you are one of them, this book is your guide. Based
on the American Lung Association's Freedom from Smoking program, it acknowledges that
each smoker is different and requires different strategies. You identify the places, times, moods,
and conditions that trigger your need to smoke. Then you learn many techniques that you can
choose from and adapt to fit your personal needs, lifestyle, and smoking habit. 7 Steps to a
Smoke-Free Life leads you through this process: 1. Understand Your Habit and Addiction.2.
Build Your Motivation to Quit.3. Develop Your Quitting Plan.4. Prepare for Your Quit Day.5. Quit.6.
Fighting Temptations--the First Two Weeks.7. Staying Focused--the First Six Months.The book is
organized interactively, presenting information that will help you understand your habit and break
it, worksheets, and checklists that you fill out to personalize your plan, and frequent "quick quit
tips" of suggestions and motivation. Even if you've tried unsuccessfully to quit before, this book
will prove full of useful tips to help you become an ex-smoker. --Joan Price--This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Back CoverA proven plan for kicking the
habit from the nation's leading lung organization "If you are one of the millions of smokers who
needs help in becoming a nonsmoker, the American Lung Association 7 Steps to a Smoke-Free
Life can be a real life-saver." --from the Foreword by C. Everett Koop. The American Lung
Association's award-winning Freedom From Smoking(r) program has helped hundreds of
thousands of smokers quit. Now it can help you. Without lectures, without gimmicks--and without
compromise--this straightforward, sympathetic book carefully guides you through the seven
steps that will lead to a longer, healthier life. You'll begin by going directly to the source of your
addiction: identifying what triggers your own smoking habit. Armed with that knowledge, you'll
prepare for quitting day and finally, firmly set yourself on the road to a life free of cigarettes
forever. With great Quick Quit Tips throughout, 7 Steps to a Smoke-Free Life provides the
guidance and support you need to cope with cravings, manage stress, keep off extra weight,
avoid setbacks, and, above all, stick with it. Let the nation's leading authorities help you kick the
habit comfortably, safely--and permanently. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.About the AuthorSince 1904 the AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION has been
working to ensure that all Americans breathe easier. EDWIN B. FISHER Jr., Ph.D., a former
smoker himself, is Professor of Psychology, Medicine, and Pediatrics and Director of the Division
of Health Behavior and Research at Washington University School of Medicine. TONI L.
GOLDFARB is a professional health writer and researcher. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.From Library JournalSecondhand smoke has been proven
statistically to cause asthma and allergies in children whose parents smoke. Incorporating the
American Lung Association's seven-step Freedom from Smoking program, this practical,
positive guide will help parents quit their habit. (LJ 6/1/98)Copyright 2000 Reed Business
Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the
PublisherA proven plan for kicking the habit from the nation's leading organization. Based on the



American Lung Association's award-winning "Freedom From Smoking" program, 7 Steps to a
Smoke Free Life guides smokers through a process that has earned awards and praise as the
"gold standard" for smoking cessation. After helping smokers better understand the source of
their addiction and the enormous consequences, the book eases them through seven steps,
from finding the reasons for smoking and identifying personal triggers to smoking to preparation
for quitting day and finally to keeping away from cigarettes forever. --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Diana L. Ryder, “Best self guided book for smoking cessation. It's the best one I've found!!! It's
an easy read and you won't feel too overwhelmed with information.........nicely laid out and you
can jump around if you wish. But all information is VERY USEFUL, although maybe slightly out
of date (ex: no information on Chantix).  Good luck kicking the habit!!”

squirky, “8 years off cigs!!. Great book. I quit w/ its help 8 years ago. You have to do the work
though. It's a WORK book.”

vicki, “very clear, practical information.. Excellent book. Will be using some of the information as
a teaching tool for people who want to quit smoking in health care setting.”

sandra erickson, “Five Stars. excellant”

JDiver, “Excellent, up-to-date aid to quit smoking.. As a trainer of health professioanls and
trainers for smoking cessation programs (Lung, Cancer and Heart Associations), I think this is a
very effective self-help book for those interested in quitting smoking. It follows time-tested and
proven behavioral change techniques, and has information on the newest aids, such as nicotine
replacement therapy (gum and patches) and Zyban. - This book should be of particular help to
those who have tried to quit previously, using only "will power" or "gut power"- which for most of
us, isn't enough. It also has lots of self-work that will enable the smoker to learn the unique
aspects of his / her smoking habit, and to personalize the reasons and methods of quitting- as
well as how to make the vital period after quitting lead to success, not relapse. - For the busy
person or the one who has no interest in groups, this book can be a big help to make this
attempt at quitting a difficult habit a lifelong success!”

Ace Sax, “Even you can quit too!!!. This book helped me realize that I too can quit, and for
good!!! It carefully explains statistics, effects and mortality rates, be it gender or age. Each step
is very clear and very easy to follow. The Pack Track, notes and defense mechanisms that are
given to you in this book will help anyone kick the butts for good!!! Very easy reading and easy
on the eyes. Step by step until you are smoke free is the success that comes with this book. Mr.
Fisher and Mr. Koop did an outstanding job on this book. The alternatives and attitude changing
methods toward smoking are simply superb. Realizations are met on all sides of quitting in this
book. From the ones who have quit numerous times to the struggle of relaspes. This book has it
all covered. Hypnosis, gum, patches, fading, or whatever method exists, is clearly explained
and can be tailored to suit anyone's need on any level!!!”

The book by Edwin B. Fisher has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 19 people have provided feedback.
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